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Boom bap, original rap
Boom bap, original rap

Fresher when you hear it hard rappers... 
What's happened... it's half... 
Is bad habit, the bad babbling and gag gag at them
... and rap battles in bags... 
And send them back to the back alley and drag... 
Don't back down, or back out, we back now
Many... I could pretty swag out
It's the last pound, don't ask how without doubt
The props shout wow and make IRS proud
I sound downtown is... it sounds down around... 
New York, New York, New York is... 
... do it in the studio... what your booty flow
You could jump in the pool... made of... 
What you're hearing... 
The same damn thing over and over again

Gimmie boom bap, original rap
Boom bap, boom bap, boom bap
Gimmie boom bap, original rap
Fresher when you hear it, 
Hard rappers know that
So it's all polluted, you screw it
You fucking ruin it... 
Really, we need some nudity
Battery is not included, B... 
It be cool to see some kids go on that... 
The cool G and some new beginning
Jump up like it's... 
It's a zoo like it's... 
True indeed, we are humans so we get doomed to... 
This used to be so fun for me
But now I'm struggling
I'm trying to get the number one
Down to get another one
Time to get a cut on the waves
Man, I'm trying to get paid
Hey, cut me a break... 
Now homie, I'mma never fit the script to fit in with the
bullies
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... I'll be chilling with some women, 
Sipping on some juice and... 
Thinking it may take a minute, bring the... 
... packing in, it's happening.
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